Facemasks help limit the spread of germs. When someone talks, coughs, or sneezes they may release tiny
drops into the air that can infect others. If someone is ill face masks can reduce the number of germs that the
wearer releases and can protect other people from becoming sick.
SMASK Masks are the basic anti-pollution masks which has 4 layers that will filter out more than 95% of the
pollutants which includes the PM 10, PM 2.5, PM 0.3, viruses, bacteria and gas pollutants. It also protects the
wearer's nose and mouth from splashes or sprays of body fluids. It is ideal for every house in day to day
activities as well as doctors, surgeons, dentist, dental assistance, nurses, landscapers, contractors, plumbers,
exterminators, nail technicians and many more.
These masks are great – specifically, because they have great designs, are comfortable, in expensive, stylish
and have good filters. It’s great for physical activities – and is lighter on your lungs as compared to other masks,
These are common masks that one can order online www.stolt.in - get easily – affordable and do the job.

Physically 4 Layers but technically
3+5+1+1 Layers

Multi colour Breathable Fabric
for easy identification of masks

The Primary Filter Layer
The first layer of our air pollution mask is designed to filter our larger particles such as dust and
PM10. The air mesh is a fabric comprising of a layer which releases moisture, an interior layer for air
flow and a third outer layer for heat dissipation. This fabrics are are used for better airflow and
cushioning.

The Second Layer
Second layer of the pollution mask is designed to block particulate pollution such as PM2.5. It is tested to
filter particles as small as PM 0.3. this filter has one layer of three-ply non-woven melt-blow polypropylene
and one layer of 5 layered 100% Polypropylene nonwoven SSMMS fabric.

The Last Layer
Smask innermost or last layer is a Microfiber fabric as it extremely breathable. Extremely absorbent and dries quickly and because of its ability to wick moisture.
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Sanding & DIY

Harmful Pathogens

Non movable nose pin
for proper fit every time

CLEAN AIR

Elastic piping for
best fit
Breathable Microfibre
inner layer for long use
High Quality Earloop
for max comfort
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Choose SMASK for your best and

Avoid touching the mask while

Adjust the bendable “ NOSE CLIP

better protection which

using it.

” to avoid leakage & to ensure the

safeguards you and your family

perfect fit

Before putting on a mask, clean

Cover mouth and nose with mask

Pull the strings over your ears,

hands with alcohol-based hand rub

and make sure there are no gaps

cover your nose, mouth & chin

or soap and water.

between your face and the mask.

with the mask properly

MASK

UV STARILIZED

FINAL PACKING

160 PCS /16 BOX IN ONE
CARTON BOX

individual PACKING
with shrink wrapping

10 PCs of PACKing

PRECAUTIONS:

* Wash your hand appropriately with cleanser before wearing and take off the mask
* Wash the mask according to wash care after each utilization
* The Mask is for singular use just, not to be imparted to others to prevent infection/contagion
* Change the mask if troublesome in relaxing or respire
* Store the mask in a dry spot and away from the daylight
* Dispose of the mask after 30 uses

OUR CORE TECHNOLOGY ENABLES
YOU TO STAY PROTECTED ALWAYS

HAND WASHABLE

REUSABLE

WARNING

Utilization directions and precautionary measures ought to be
followed as recommended improper use of the mask may cause
wellbeing hazard.

